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The Caribbean Journal of Nursing (CJN) is currently considering papers for inclusion in its
next issue.
The Caribbean Journal of Nursing is an open access, peer reviewed, scientific journal which aims
to publish original research and scholarly papers on all aspects of nursing education, nursing
administration, and nursing practice.
Manuscripts may be quantitative or qualitative research reports, review articles, brief research
reports, case reports, book reviews or letters/commentaries.
AUTHOR’S GUIDELINES
Submission policy
Submissions must represent the original and independent work of the authors and the submitted
manuscript should not have been published or submitted for publication elsewhere. The Journal
utilizes a plagiarism detection system. By submitting your manuscript to this Journal you accept
that your manuscript may be screened for plagiarism against previously published works.
Authorship Criteria
Qualification for authorship should be based on: 1) substantial contributions to development and
design of the study or the collection of data, or analysis and interpretation of data; 2) contribution
to drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content and 3) final
approval of the version that is to be published.
Those who meet some but not all of the criteria for authors can be identified as ‘contributors’.
All other individuals providing assistance during the research who do not meet the criteria for
authorship should be acknowledged in the paper.
Types of manuscripts accepted
Research Reports: These are original papers reporting cutting-edge nursing research of
national, regional or international relevance. The paper should be no more than 5000
words with shorter papers of 2000-3500 words, not including abstract,
acknowledgements, references, tables and figures.
Reviews: Reviews include systematic reviews that address specific nursing practice
questions and literature reviews provides a comprehensive analysis of the literature on a
particular topic. Word count should be no more than 5000 words, not including figures,
tables and references.
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Brief research reports: These manuscripts are short reports of original studies or
evaluations. Word count should be no more than 1000-1500 words (not including
abstract, tables, figures, references).
Case reports: These manuscripts usually provide a discussion of the presentation,
history, examination, investigations, management, and outcome of one patient. Case
reports may address usual or unusual presentations. Word count should be no more than
1000-1500 words.
Letters and commentaries: These should be focused and concise with an aim to
comment or stimulate discussion and debate. Word count should be no more than 5001000 words.
Book reviews: These reviews will be up to 1000 words and will be reviews by experts in
the fields who are invited to review books submitted to the editor by authors. A review
may be submitted voluntarily to the editor with a copy of the book.
Submission and review of manuscripts
Manuscripts must be submitted to CJN by registering at
http://ojs.mona.uwi.edu/index.php/cjn/user/register. A cover letter should be submitted to the
editor with details of authorship contributions and other matters you wish the Editors to consider.
All manuscripts will be reviewed by the Editors and those that do not conform to basic standards
of the Journal will be rejected at this stage.
Manuscripts going forward through the review process will undergo double blind peer review by
two or more reviewers. The Editors retain the right to modify the style of a manuscript but major
changes will be done based on the collaborative agreement of author(s). Proofs of papers
accepted for publication are sent to the corresponding author for final review. This process is
generally completed within 12 weeks of the manuscript's receipt.
Manuscript preparation
The manuscript should be presented type written and double-spaced using a font size of 10 or
12pt, with margins of 2.5cm and numbered pages.
The manuscript should adhere to the following format:
Title page - Include full name, job title, highest academic and professional qualification
and institution for each author. Indicate an e-mail address for the corresponding author.
Abstract - Abstracts should be no more than 250 words and should not include
references or abbreviations. Abstracts should include: Background; Methods; Results,
and Conclusions.
Key Words - Provide five key words in alphabetical order, which accurately identify the
paper's purpose and focus.
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Main Text
The main text should be structured as follows: Introduction (Define the problem addressed in
the manuscript and its relevance to policy, practice and research); Background (Analysis of
relevant literature); Methods (Describe the research design including sampling, research
instruments, data gathering procedures, and statistical analysis); Results, Discussion and
Conclusions.
Tables and Figures
All tables and figures should be embedded in the appropriate place in the main text, should
include a number and title, should be in black and white and should cite the source of the
materials if it is not original information.
Photographs
Photographs should only be included where pertinent, must be in black and white, and saved in
JPEG format. Submitted photographs should be accompanied by written permission of any
individuals pictured in the photograph and releases from individuals in the photo should include
permission to use the photograph in an online journal.
References
These should be presented in accordance with the current American Psychological Association
(APA) guidelines. No more than three references should be used to support a single idea. Avoid
citation of unpublished material.
Copyright
Accepted manuscripts become the sole property of CJN and may not be published elsewhere
without written consent.
Ethical approval and informed consent
All studies must be conducted to a high ethical standard and must adhere to local regulations and
standards for gaining scrutiny and approval. Where applicable authors should confirm that
informed consent was obtained from human subjects.
English Language
The Caribbean Journal of Nursing welcomes international submissions. However, all articles
published in the Journal must conform to conventions common to the English Language.
Conflict of interest
All authors must disclose any financial and personal relationships that could inappropriately
influence their work.
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